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A SPECIAL APPEAL FROM NALT
This is not NALT’s usual kind of appeal - to help us save a mountain, or a valley, or a waterfront camp in
Nanoose. This appeal is to ask our members and supporters to help us raise funds for something that is
very near and dear to NALT - the future of the Van Kerkoerle property in Cassidy, south of Nanaimo.
Here’s the Story:
Most of you are already aware that Anneke and Peter Van Kerkoerle approached NALT some years ago
and said that they would like to gift their 40-acre woodland property to NALT after they pass on, to be used
for some kind of stewardship education centre. In the near future, the title to this wonderful property will be
transferred to NALT with a Life Estate document attached that ensures that Peter and Anneke can
continue to live out their lives on the property in the way that they have always done.
Most of you are also aware that the Van Kerkoerles’ home on the property, which they built themselves
and lived in for more than 40 years, burned to the ground on a devastating day last October. Now, after a
long wait through winter snows, they are finally watching the new house take shape. They hope to be
moving into it by late June or early July. Their insurance policy will cover all of the replacement costs.
This is where NALT has stepped in. Having just completed the ‘green’ construction of buildings for NALT’s
(Continued on page 2)
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native plant nursery, also on the Van Kerkoerle property, the NALT
Board realized that the construction of the new house – which NALT
will use some day in the future as a centre for retreats,
workshops and other stewardship activities – is a one-time
opportunity to upgrade aspects of the building design and make that,
too, a ‘green’ construction project.
The Board feels strongly that, as the centre of a property that will
promote NALT’s environmental ethic, as well as the Van Kerkoerles’
many years of land stewardship, this new building should incorporate
as many elements of green design as possible. To that end, the
Board has contracted with Lockhart Industries to install a geo-thermal
heating unit to be the main heat source for the new building.
Working with the general contractor, Brian Childs, the NALT Board
has also approved a list of several other smaller design upgrades
that will make the building a green showcase.
Here’s the Catch:
The bill for these upgrades is going to total about $38,000 – not a
huge sum compared to buying large properties for parkland, but still
a sizeable stretch for our small organization. The insurance will not
cover such upgrades, and the “rebate” dollars out there (from federal,
provincial or BC Hydro) cannot be applied to a new structure – even
if it’s a re-build of a 40-year old house after a fire.
Here’s the Appeal:
We need help from our members and supporters to raise $38,000 to
pay for the environmental upgrades on the new building. Making the
building “greener” will not only make it more of a joy for Peter and
Anneke to live in for the rest of their lives; it will ensure that NALT
inherits a building that features principles of sustainable living and
stewardship – living with a smaller footprint. Anneke and Peter have
worked to live this way on their land for more than 40 years, and it is
NALT’s intention that the property will continue to be used in ways
that reflect and expand on that vision.
With this issue of News from NALT,
we are launching this important
fund-raising campaign. We hope that,
despite the tight economic times, you
can find a way to help us raise the
funds needed. We are working on
ideas to construct a garden wall or
other compatible structure that will list
the names of all donors. Please be
sure to identify all cheques that are to
be directed to this campaign as ‘Frost
Road Property’ (see box ). As usual,
all donations of $20 or more will be
eligible for a charitable tax receipt.

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
We would like to challenge our
readers to help us find a name
for this new fundraising
campaign – a name that embodies a vision for the future
use of the Van Kerkoerle
property as well as a
recognition of its past, and one
that might evolve into a future
name for the property.
Send us your suggestions by
May 15th. If your suggestion is
selected, you will get your
choice of a NALT hoodie.
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MOUNT BENSON REGIONAL PARK

SURFED NALT’S SITE LATELY?

The planning process for the new Mount Benson
Regional Park is now in full swing, and your input
is needed! It was your donations that helped make
this park happen, and if you haven’t yet filled out a
survey voicing your views, now is the time.

Or maybe you have never checked it out. For the
past few months, we have been working to
complete a brand new website designed by Don
Bonner at NISA. It’s still a work in progress, but it’s
already a good source of information about what
NALT’s all about, upcoming events, current
projects and campaigns, current and archived
newsletters, photo galleries… and the list goes on!
Look for Contact us at the bottom of the menu
bar, and take a moment to send us your questions
and thoughts.

Enclosed with this newsletter, either as an email
attachment or as a mailed insert, is a copy of the
survey, as well as some background information
on the park. You can also go straight to the park
planning website at www.mountbensonpark.ca
and complete the survey online.
The official deadline for getting your survey in was
the end of April – but that can be stretched for a
few more days. So grab a cuppa and a pen or a
mouse, and get your ideas on record NOW –
before you miss your chance to have a say. Paper
copies can be mailed to NALT or you can drop
them off in our mail slot at #8-140 Wallace St.
Nanaimo V9R 5B1.

www.nalt.bc.ca
The Soap Exchange
Country Club Centre
carries such earth-friendly products as:
Biodegradable Cleaning Supplies
Soap-making Supplies
Unique Gift-ware and Wind Chimes
Aromatherapy Oils, Candles and Incense
Feng Shui Crystals and Good-Luck Charms
(and, they can cut keys)

Say you want 10% of your purchase
donated to NALT
Fawn Lilly field, Van Kerkoerle property
Photo: Paul Chapman

The easy way to have your cake (of soap)
and help NALT too.

I think the environment
should be put in the
category of our
national security.
Defense of our
resources is just as
important as defense
abroad. Otherwise
what is there to
defend?
Robert Redford, 1985
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BOTTLES FOR BENSON
Since our last newsletter NALT has held two
successful Bottles for Benson days.
After a delay due to snow, the first collection
happened January 17th in the back parking lot of
the NALT office. The team of volunteers who
answered the call to this rescheduled event worked
steadily at the piles of refundables, availing themselves of the warmth of the office and a table of
good food when the cold wind worked its way
through the layers. Many hands made light work of
the task and we successfully raised more than of
$1,900 that day – a record for a winter collection!
The second collection took place on April 18th at
the Country Club Centre. A smaller than usual
team of volunteers worked efficiently and with good
humour throughout the day - receiving, sorting and
bagging a good haul of refundable containers.
Chef Brian Roberts braved the malfunctioning
barbeque to provide us all with a hot meal (see
Appeal for a Barbeque in the next column). The
day’s efforts resulted in approximately $2,400
being raised.

The next Bottles for Benson:
July 4th at the Country Club Centre .
See you there.
Thanks to all our volunteers for continuing to make
these events a major source of NALT’s fundraising.
Thanks also to the Port Place Thrifty’s Foods for
their donation of food and tents, to the Rock City
Tim Hortons for supplying coffee, to Pacific Rim
Bicycles, The Running Room and Arrowsmith
Bikes for supplying tents, and to Nesvog Meats for
giving us a special price on the hamburger patties.

SPARE BARBEQUE, ANYONE?
Anyone who has attended NALT’s Annual Picnic or
a Bottles for Benson event has probably noticed
that our two “re-used” barbeques are past ready for
retirement. In recent months, we cobbled together
one working barbeque from the bones of the two
that had been donated several years ago; but now
even that one has failed. At the recent Bottles for
Benson day, Brian Roberts braved flames leaping
out from the underside of the rusted-out grill to
provide volunteers with a hot burger. Clearly it’s
time for some BBQ begging.
If you are getting ready to upgrade your propane
grill to something new and shiny but your cast-off
model still has some life in it, PLEASE call NALT
before you make that trip to the dump (er, sanitary
landfill). We would be happy to extend its life with
a few more years of service to NALT. If it’s still in
good working order, we will be glad to pick it up,
and you will be eligible for a tax receipt for the
value. Call 250-714-1990.

There are no passengers on Spaceship
Earth. We are all crew.
Marshall McLuhan, 1964
Harriet Rueggeberg with a few empties
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BEVERAGE & BURGER NIGHTS

MT. BENSON PHASE II UPDATE

On March 15th NALT held its first Beverage &
Burger night of 2009. Representing the colour of
both environmental awareness and St. Patrick’s
Day, the theme for the evening was green. Almost
everyone wore at least a flash of green, while
some fully embraced the challenge and decked
themselves in green costumes.

Our supporters keep asking the question “What, if
anything, NALT is doing in regard to the plan to
acquire more property (from Timber West) on
Mount Benson?” The answer is, YES, NALT is still
moving ahead with the possibility of negotiating the
purchase of two blocks of Timber West property
adjacent to the summit, south and west of the new
park. This Phase II campaign has been on the
back burner over the winter for two reasons:

However, nature’s mood that day was white - not
green! A snowstorm in the early part of the day
had NALT staff debating whether to cancel the
event altogether. Although the snow resulted in a
lower than usual attendance, about 35 people did
brave the weather – enough to make a congenial
crowd of both new and familiar faces. NALT
volunteers, the capable staff of the Windward Pub,
and enthusiastic bidding by those present ensured
that the generously contributed auction items
combined to create a perfect storm of fund-raising
(pun intended). Despite a second snowfall that
evening, the event raised almost $2,000, and
everyone got home safely.
Our next Beverage & Burger night is tentatively
scheduled for November 1st.

(1) Deep snow on the mountain has postponed a
timber cruise that we need to help determine the
market value of the property before any further
negotiations can proceed, and
(2) Timber West has recently announced the
launch of Couverdon, their new real estate venture,
with plans to sell off 54,000 hectares (about
130,000 acres) on Vancouver Island for development. NALT will be meeting with the RDN to explore any potential conflicts that a campaign to acquire Timber West property might generate.
Thanks to ongoing support and donations from
Nanaimo residents, we have a healthy acquisition
fund that is slowly growing in an interestgenerating account. It would make a nice first
payment. So keep your eyes on the mountain, and
as we move through spring and the snow melts,
we will keep you posted.

We are delighted to announce that the
Windward Pub has pledged to donate the
first $1,000 to NALT’s new venture
(see article, page 1).
Thanks, Dean! Only $37,000 more to go…
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MOORECROFT UPDATE
Like the Timber West property on Mount Benson, the future of the Moorcroft United Church Camp property
in Nanoose is still uncertain, and is shrouded in several layers of politics and legal issues; but there will be
United Church youth camps and other seasonal events this summer as usual. It is clear that the BC
Conference of the United Church is still determined to sell this 89-acre gem on the waterfront of the
Nanoose peninsula – one way or another. Through some quiet maneuvers, NALT has succeeded in
getting a first round of discussion between The Land Conservancy (TLC) and the BC Conference about
setting up a conservation covenant on the property.
There will be a major meeting of BC Conference members in the lower mainland on May 22nd and 23rd,
and we know that the Moorecroft property situation will be on the table at that meeting. With that in mind,
the Moorecroft Campaign Coordinating Committee (MC3), led by NALT, met this week and planned some
strategies to ensure that local community voices are heard at that meeting.
First, MC3 is sending a letter to the members of BC Conference, alerting them to the fact that we have
been approached by two Nanoose neighbours who have ‘deep pockets’, and are interested in buying, or
helping to buy, the camp property. Also, a Nanoose neighbourhood group has formed and is ready to
participate in a campaign, if it comes to that. If the BC Conference approves a recommendation to move
forward with sale of the property, we will urge that a conservation covenant be put on the property title
before the sale; and we will ask that NALT be given first right of refusal to negotiate a purchase agreement
on behalf of a community management agency (to be set up).
Further, MC3 is launching a letter-writing campaign, similar to the one that helped to sway the vote at the
Comox-Nanaimo United Church Presbytery last October and halted the move to sell at that time. We
would urge any of our readers who care about the future of Moorecroft to participate in this letter-writing
campaign. You have only until May 20th to get your letter to the BC Conference in time to be distributed to
members prior to the meeting. Such a letter should include:
• Your personal commitment to seeing that the Moorecroft Camp property is protected and not sold for
development purposes
• Your urging that a conservation covenant that meets the standards of the land trust format and content
be completed and attached to the title of the property before it is sold.
• Your request that the property to be purchased by a community-based property management agency
set up by MC3, and your urging that the BC Conference endorse this concept and grant NALT first right of
refusal on a purchase agreement.
The above letter should be
addressed to:
Members of the BC Conference,
United Church of Canada
4383 Rumble Street, Burnaby BC
V5J 2A2
Attention: Rev. Hilde Seal,
Conference Chairman; Please
forward this letter to all BC
Conference members before May
21st
You can also email your letter to
Hilde Seal, but it still should have the
full address at the top. Her email is
hilde.seal@kucparksville.ca
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A SPRING DAY ON THE NANAIMO RIVER
Gillian Butler
Cherished by swimmers, paddlers and fishers, the Nanaimo River is also widely appreciated for its rugged
beauty. Salmon, all five species, as well as Cutthroat and Steelhead trout, were once plentiful in the
river. Enormous Douglas Fir, Maple and Cottonwood lined the banks, and the salmon and the forest
together supported a rich variety of life along the entire river from the Nanaimo Lakes to the Estuary.
As we found recently on a beautiful spring day, the unique and varied landscape still supports mysterious
life, rarely glimpsed. Crouched beside vernal pools, we peered past the pond skaters and water beetles to
discover salamander larvae (likely Western Long-toed Salamanders) that perfectly matched to their
sandstone surroundings. Attached to reeds were balls of clear jelly evenly spaced with the dots and
commas of Pacific Tree Frog eggs. While a pair of Bald Eagles and a trio of Turkey Vultures soared
against the clear blue sky overhead, we were thrilled by the presence of a Northern Alligator lizard,
uncharacteristically sociable, basking in the sunshine less than a meter away.
Nanaimo River is like Mount Benson to many people who live here. We think of it as our River. But like
Mount Benson, it's beauty has been taken for granted, and it has very little protection. We invite anyone
with a passion for the river who is interested in research, stewardship and raising awareness to please
give us a call at the NALT office: 250-714-1990.
News from NALT
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TRAIL WORK
As Spring firmly takes hold of this part of the world,
and as more and more people emerge from their
winter hibernation to enjoy the outdoors, we at
NALT are preparing to do some trail upgrades and
repairs.

NEWS FLASH: ELK SIGHTING!
On Wednesday, April 29th, 2009, a mature elk was
seen by two different people in the field of the Van
Kerkoerle property – and left a clear hoof-print in
the mud. While a small herd of elk moving through
the property was once a common sight, in recent
years poachers have decimated the herd, and this
is the first time in several years that an elk has
been seen in the area. Will the elk herd return to
the area? We hope so!

Thanks to a generous donation from the Tuesday
Hikers (their rewards from spending Earth Day
doing litter-pickup for the City of Nanaimo), repair
work will soon begin on the Linley Valley
boardwalk. Keep your eyes on your email inbox
for an opportunity to help out with these repairs in
the coming days.
And, as the snows melt in the warm sun and rain,
we are assessing the state of the trails on Mount
Benson. Soon we will be putting out the call for a
crew of volunteers to clear the trails of winter
debris.
If you are interested in helping out at either site,
but are not on our volunteer list, please email
volunteer@nalt.bc.ca or phone Paul at NALT.
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DEADLINE LOOMING FOR 2010 CALENDAR SUBMISSIONS
Once again, NALT is calling on local nature photographers to submit their best shots for an opportunity to
be part of our 5th annual calendar featuring the Nanaimo area. This year’s deadline has been bumped up
to even earlier than last year. We are determined to have our 2010 calendar in stores in time for summer
visitor sales this year, so we need your submissions by midnight of Monday, May 11th.
The calendar’s editorial team is looking for photos that showcase any of the lands that NALT has helped to
protect or enhance over the past 14 years. These include: the Nanaimo River Estuary, the Van Kerkoerle
property in Cassidy, Harewood Plains and Southlands, the Linley Valley, South Winchelsea Island, virtually
all of the local creeks and watersheds in and around Nanaimo; Hamilton Marsh near Qualicum; the Kwel
Sanctuary on Lasqueti Island; the Coates Millstone property on Gabriola Island; Mudge Island; and, of
course, images of, on and from Mount Benson. Detail shots of flora or fauna as well as breath-taking
panoramas are all welcome.
The 2009 calendars sales contributed more than $10,000 to the purchase of Mount Benson – thanks to
sponsorship by Alberni Outpost. This year, NALT’s goal is to have the 2010 calendar in stores in time for
summer and fall tourist season. All proceeds from the 2010 calendar sales will be applied to NALT’s next
land acquisition.
Photos may be emailed to calendarphotos@nalt.bc.ca or sent to the NALT Stewardship Centre, #8 – 140
Wallace Street, Nanaimo BC V9R 5B1 (post-marked no later than May 11th). For questions about photo
requirements, call NALT @ 250-714-1990. All entries will be acknowledged. If your photograph is chosen
for the 2010 calendar, your name will be publicized in the calendar and you will be entitled to five free
calendars. For more information, contact Mel at 250-714-1990.
Photographers, please send only your five best shots with information about where each photo was taken.
Photos submitted digitally must be at least 300 dpi when enlarged to 8.5”x 11”.
No less than a 3-megapixel camera on the highest quality is recommended.
For 35mm submissions, please do not send negatives.
ALL photos must be in “landscape” format.

STAFF CHANGES AT NALT

NATIVE FOOD-PLANTS PROJECT

While most of the NALT staff are the same familiar
folks, we have had a few changes recently. First,
Austen Scott moved on in February, to a lucrative
job with the BC Gaming Commission. If you happen to be in the local casino, you are likely to bump
into him there. Austen and his wife Tasha became
parents of a 6-lb 10-oz baby girl named Alexandra
on April 29th - also Austen’s birthday.
Happy birthday to them both!

NALT is announcing a project to develop a new
native food plants component for its plant nursery
in Cassidy, and will be filling three 52-week
positions for workers to assist in this development.

Paul Chapman was promoted to a four-day per
week position as the NALT Stewardship Centre
Manager. This position includes his earlier role as
our Volunteer Coordinator.
Mel Braun is now our part-time assistant to the
Executive Director. Mel previously worked with
NALT for the Linley Valley campaign, before he
and his family left for greener employment
pastures in Manitoba. Last fall they moved back
and settled on Thetis Island. Welcome back, Mel!

Tasks will include:
1) designing and constructing a demonstration garden
2) developing and delivering community outreach
presentations and workshops
3) preparing and distributing information materials
about native food plants
4) establishing a field inventory of native food plants

Must be eligible for EI-funded program.
For information and full job descriptions, call
(250) 714-1990
Deadline for submission of resumes:
5 pm, May 11th, 2009
We will have more information about this exciting
new project in the next issue of News from NALT.
News from NALT
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Natural Abundance:

NALT’s NATIVE PLANT NURSERY
Susan Fisher, Native Plant Nursery Manager

Spring has sprung at the nursery. After a winter
that was harsh and long for many of the plants,
some are now greening and blossoming. Others
are a promise in a pot. During the months of
January and February, heavy snow and icy roads
meant that not only was it difficult to get to the
nursery to care for the plants and complete
construction of the greenhouse, customers were
also rare.
In December, just before the first snows fell, Stu
Seifert and his heavy equipment helped remove
several large Douglas fir trees that were blocking
light from other nursery plants. We found good
homes for most of them with property owners who
had spaces to fill, and for riparian restoration along
local salmon streams. Throughout December we
held our annual sale of potted Christmas trees; a
few were ‘rented’ and came back to the nursery
after the holiday season to be replanted.

This spring we have participated in several plant
sales - an excellent way to get community
exposure and to educate property owners about
native plant use. A cadre of dedicated volunteers
has made participation at these events possible.
So far this spring, we have made three home
consultations - a free visit to a property for
approximately two hours, to discuss what native
plants might be appropriate to enhance habitat and
sustainability. These ‘Naturescape’ visits help
gardeners to assess landscaping possibilities with
native plants. This service is available to
organizations as well as to private individuals.
Also this spring, we have given talks and led
nature walks at the nursery and surrounding
property. For Earth Week this year, we cosponsored a presentation with the RDN.
We recently assisted two education centres with
their native plant garden efforts: the
community gardens at VIU and the Nanaimo
Christian Primary School. Getting children
involved with plants can inspire an interest in “just
planting seeds.” And speaking of children, they
are always welcome at the nursery, along with
well-behaved dogs.
Over a year ago, volunteers and staff began
collecting native plant seeds, and we have now
sold 160 packets of native seeds. As the native
plants in your garden mature, we would appreciate
any donations of surplus seeds that you can
collect. We are steadily increasing our inventory of
plant species. While salvaging plants around the
Haven Society recently, we discovered an
abundance of rattlesnake plantain, an unusual
member of the orchid family. We now have 130
varieties of native plants!

In March, the JCP (Job Creation Program) field
crew, Paul Chapman, Kevin Robinson, and Colton
Vandermolen, under the guidance of Deryck
Cowling, completed a year-long construction
project at the nursery site: an interconnected
greenhouse, propagation room and small office.
We knew we had a winner when the first heavy
snow fell smartly from the greenhouse roof with the
sound of an avalanche, and light shone through!
This structure was built according to ‘green’ design
guidelines, including a gravity-fed rainwater
collection system, and a solar generating system
that powers lights, fans and a water pump. Many
of the construction materials were salvaged and
reused, and hand-operated tools were used
throughout the project.

In the first four months of this year, NALT
volunteers totaled 400 hours work at the nursery.
We wouldn’t be able to continue without
volunteers, and we hope you will consider lending
small muscles, large muscles, or brain power to
any of our nursery activities.
Please consider coming to volunteer, to shop, or
just to relax —it’s a peaceful place to spend an
hour or two. The Nursery is open year-round,
Wednesdays and Saturdays 10 am to 4 pm. We
are on the Van Kerkoerle property: 3145 Frost
Road, off Spruston Road in Cassidy.
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SEA TO SUMMIT #2 –
WITH ART 10
This year, NALT will again be organizing a Sea to
Summit Day, to celebrate both Mount Benson and
the Millstone watershed – with a few changes from
last year. The most exciting change this year will
be the involvement of Art 10, the community-run
art gallery located in Port Place across from
London Drugs.
It seems that, while NALT staff were mulling over
how to modify the day’s activities and still keep it a
genuine ‘sea to summit’ event, the Art 10 folks
were talking about making June a special month
for artwork that would focus on and raise funds for
Mount Benson. What a nice coincidence!
So here is what we have come up with, in
collaboration with Art 10:
• Date: Saturday June 13th (the final day of
Environment Week). We trust that the snow will be
gone from Mount Benson by then.
• Start Time: 11:00 am for the first hike from
Witchcraft Lake to the summit and back; 2:00 pm
for the hike around Westwood Ridges; 5:00 pm for
barbeque and live music on the shore of
Westwood Lake.

•

Rather than the four-stage ‘progressive hike’
from sea to summit that we tried last year, we will
limit the guided hikes to the two top stages: (1)
around the Westwood Ridges, and (2) to the
summit of the mountain. These were the popular
hikes last year, and this date is a good time to kick
off a summer hike schedule.

The progressive aspect of this Sea to Summit
celebration will be depicted by the artwork of 23
members of Art 10, who will display and auction of
their works at the gallery throughout June. This art
will focus on various aspects and moods of the
watershed from the sea to the summit of Mount
Benson. Their show will be launched on Friday
June 5th at the gallery (the first day of Environment
Week), and they will have some of the artwork and
artists on hand for the NALT picnic on June 13th.
The auction will close at the end of June, with 50%
of proceeds going to the Mount Benson II
Campaign.
We hope that you can join us for this year’s Sea to
Summit event – for whatever part of the day that
works for you. It was well-received last year and it
promises to be an even more enjoyable celebration
the second time around.

Spring sunlight on the Millstone River (Month of May in the NALT 2009 Calendar)
Photo by Ashley Lockyer
News from NALT
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THANK YOU ALL
Many thanks to all the individuals,
organizations and businesses
who have donated their time and skills as volunteers, contributed items or services,
made financial donations,
renewed or started a membership, or
begun a monthly pre-authorized contribution
since the previous NALT newsletter.
November 18, 2008—April 30, 2009.
Individual Donations – Mt. Benson Phase II Dr. Mary
Arai; A. J. Bryant; Richard & Mary Cabell; Norma & Edward Crimp;
Marie de Vos & David Stanley; Catherine Eck; Graeme Ellis & Jane
Watson; Dean Gaudry; Doreen Halfyard; Sherry Halfyard & Family;
Ian Hourston; Roy Hourston; Timothy Huntsman; Bruce Joiner; Kenn
Joubert; Elizabeth & Wayne Kopp; Mary Laanela; Ken & Barbara
Lyall; John & Gwen MacKenzie; Timothy Maika & Leigh Ann Milman;
Eva & James Manly; Richard McNicol; John Mills; Betty & Thomas
Pepper; Celia Pidduck; Lorraine Robertson; Bill Robinson; Lynne Stafford; Vancouver Island Photo Art; Dr. David Westwood.
In the name of: Rob MacLean; Ron MacLean; Eileen, Bob & Susan
Murphy; Price Change and Office Staff, S-O-F 951; Katherine Stafford; and Nan, Sharon, Pat, Elaine, Eileen, Robbie, & Eleanor.
In memory of Gordon G. Dudley
Individual Donations – General

Neil Bourne; Andrea &
Chris Cameron; Edna Chadwick; Joy Christian; Deryck & Linda Cowling; Andrew & Melanie Digney; Pam Fairchild; Kurt Fischer; Inge
Fleet; Dr. Sara Frisch; Ian Gartshore; Alison Graves; Estate of Alf
Griffiths; Mushkil Gusha; Alexander Hertzberg & Margaret M’Gonigle;
Trish Jennings; Lawrence Johnson; Susan Juby; Leonard & Sharon
Krog; Anne MacMillan; Mike & Rebecca Mann; Richard McNicol; Arla
Jean Murch; Dennis & Gail Otto; the Redding Family; Harriet Rueggeberg; Alison Shaw; Ev Schmidt; Brenda Stewart; Frank Stoney; Andre
Sullivan; Emma Swanson; Ron Tanasichuk; Mary Thiess; Abe & Bonnie Thiessen; Ross & Mildred Tremblay; Arlene Tucker; Mollie &
Gordon Walls; John & Susan Young.
In the name of: Mary-Lou & Ernie McKenzie; Fraser Wilson.
In celebration of: Sean Gallagher’s 50th birthday.

Business & Organizations – Donations & Sponsorships Alberni Outpost; Anderson Greenplan; Aquarius Designs;
Arrowsmith Bikes; Aspin Home Group; Bastion Cycles; BC Hydro and
Al Pineau; Beaufort Market & Deli; Buccaneer Inn; Cannor Nursery;
Central Drugs; Cercom Eletronics; Cloverdale Paint; Coast Bastion
Inn; Coastland Wood Industries Ltd; Cottonwood Golf Course; Country
Club Centre; Crimson Coast Dance Society; Diana’s Garden Centre &
Florist; Divine Glow; Dream With Me; Dubyna & Son Steel Contactors
Ltd; Enterprise Rent-A-Car; Eye Mean Graphics; Foenix; Friesens Ltd;
Fusion Hair Design & Day Spa; Gypsee Signs; Hazelwood Farms;
House of Indigo; Industrial Plastics & Paints; Integrated Tree Services;
Island Optimal Health & Performance; Jentri Esthetics; John Collins
Custom Homes; Kipp Enterprises; Knappett Industries and Jeff Martin;
Long Lake Florist & Nursery; MacNutt Enterprises; Maffeo Salon; Mike
Gogo Cedar Products; NCO; Nanaimo Sausage House; Nellie’s Dutch
Deli; Nesvog Meats & Sausage Company; New Energy Electrics Inc;
Newcastle Nissan; Northern Greenhouses; Oliver Woods Recreation
Centre; Operation Red Nose; Pacific Rim Bicycles; Paul’s Motor Inn/
Victoria; Pho A Dong Vietnamese Restaurant; Port Theatre; Provincial
Employees Community Services Fund; Robinson Rentals; Running
Room; Sartorial Boutique; Serious Coffee; Shorenergy Solutions;
Slegg Lumber and Layne Ward; Starbucks Coffee Canada; TD Financial Group/Terminal Park Branch; TD Friends of the Environment
Foundation; The Grapevine Trattoria; The Olde Nanaimo Brewery;
The Red Martini Grill; The Soap Exchange – Clean-up Club; The Urban Wine Cellar; Thrifty Foods /Port Place; Tim Hortons/Rock City;
Van Isle Video; WeGo Solar; West Coast Classic Floral Design;
Windley Contracting Ltd.

Government & Educational Institutions (donations
of expertise and/or muscle)
City of Nanaimo Parks Operations: Gail Pasduko & Mike Strothotte;
RDN Parks & Recreation Services: Steve Godfrey, Jonathan Lobb,
Wendy Marshall, Phil McNutt & Dave Wheldon; VIU Large Equipment
Program: Stu Seifert; VIU Resource Managment Officer Training Program: Instructor Greg Klimes, and students: Cody Ambrose, Jon Hupman, Chelsea Hutton, Karen Mohr, Rick Merriman, Jessie Paloposki,
Brett Tolton.

Memberships – New & Renewed Neil Bourne; David Brown;
Richard & Mary Cabell; Andrea & Chris Cameron; Edna Chadwick;
Joy Christian; Deryck & Linda Cowling; Steve Davenport & Naida
Hobbs; Janet Delgarry & Jeff Hawker; Marie de Vos & David Stanley;
Nancy & Bill Dickinson; Andrew & Melanie Digney; Jacob M. Etzkorn;
Pam Fairchild; Inge Flett; Sara Frisch & Joan Stelling; Ian Gartshore;
Alison Graves; Alexander Hertzberg & Margaret M’Gonigle; Trish
Jennings; Peter Jeremy; Lawrence Johnson; Kenn Joubert; Susan
Juby; Paul & Jo Kynaston; Anne MacMillan; Timonty Maika & Leigh
Ann Milman; Mike & Rebecca Mann; John Mills; Geoffrey Mumford;
Arla Jean Murch; Celia Pidduck; the Redding Family; Bill Robinson;
Harriet Rueggeberg; Ev Schmidt; Jessica Snider; Brenda Stewart;
Frank Stoney; Andre Sullivan; Emma Swanson; Ron Tanasichuk;
Mary Thiess; Abe & Bonnie Thiessen; Ross & Mildred Tremblay; Arlene Tucker; Vancouver Island Photo Art; Mollie & Gordon Walls; Dr.
Kim Waterman; Shannon Welsh; Dr. David Westwood; John & Susan
Young.
Gift membership for: Patti Rough.
Volunteers Gail Adrienne; Lee Aldis; Gary Backlund; Karen Barry;
Gillian Butler; John Butterworth; Keltie Chamberlain; Michael Chapman; Paul Chapman; Luke Clarke; Linda Cole; Dalton Corbett; Deryck
Cowling; Dave Cutts; Rosie Dauk; Victoria Drakeford; Doris Edwards;
David Fisher; Ian Gartshore; Lois Gast; Dean Gaudry; Mike Gilmour;
Eunice Hannah; Jean-Michel Hanssens; Jeff Hawker; Pat Hogue;
Theresa Hood; Barbara Hourston; Peter Jeremy; Darcy Johnson;
Gord Johnson; Anne Kerr; Lenore Kongus; Ellie Langer; Tom Langer;
Dom Lassonde; Michael Legge & Joy Leach; John MacNutt; Christel
Martin; Stephanie Mills; Wayne Morgan; A. J. Murch; Jeff Doug Paterson; Lynne Paterson; Betty Penston; Ellis Richer; Brian Roberts; Doris
Roberts; Louise Robbins; Kevin Robinson; Chris Rowe; Ray Roy;
Jane Saxton; Chris Scorah; Austen Scott; Shelley Serebrin; Alison
Shaw; Sandy Shaw; Sooh Shultz; Leigh Sifton; Beth Stanley; Christa
Stone; Frank Stoney; Judy Tencer; Charles Thirkhill; Tracy Thompson; Blaine Tomyn; Arlene Tucker; Andy Turner; Peter & Anneke Van
Kerkoerle; Miles Vanderleek; Colton Vandermolen; Harvey Veasey;
Paul Walton; John Wells; Fraser Wilson; Pat Wilson; Jim Young.

For a successful technology, reality must take
precedence over public relations, for
Nature cannot be fooled.
Richard P. Feynman (1918—1988)

Quality Birding Supplies
and Expert Advice
Tel:
(250) 390-3669
www.go-nanaimo.com/birds

#6-6404 Metral Drive, Nanaimo, B.C.V9T 2L8
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NALT MEMBERSHIP, AND DONATIONS TO NALT
Please mail the following completed forms to:

Nanaimo & Area Land Trust
#8-140 Wallace Street, Nanaimo BC V9R 5B1
Ph/Fax: (250) 714-1990

Email: admin@nalt.bc.ca

Nanaimo & Area Land Trust is a registered charity and tax receipts will be issued for donations of $20 or more. Charitable Tax # 893193771
NALT does not sell, trade or loan our database of donors, members or contacts to individuals or other organizations

THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

DONATIONS & PLEDGES
I, _______________________________________

NALT MEMBERSHIP
I would like to:

will donate or pledge (please circle one)

a)

Renew my membership

Donor Categories

b)

Upgrade my membership
Begin a new NALT membership

$50,000 or more

Ultimate Benefactor of Benson

c)

$10,000 to $49,999

Benefactor of Benson

Check the category that applies to you:

$5,000 to $9,999

Hero of Benson

$3,000 to $4,999

Grand Champion

$1,000 to $2,999

Champion of Benson

$500 to $999

Patron of Benson

$100 to $499

Friend of Benson

less than $100

Sponsor of Benson

__ Senior/Low Income/Student -$12
__ Individual - $24
__ Family/Group/School - $36
__ Corporate - $60
__ Lifetime Individual – $150
__ Patron - $1,000
___ Volunteer (24 hours of volunteer services within one

My donation of $_______________ is enclosed;
(cash,cheque or credit card)

AND /OR

I would like to pledge $_____________ in ___(#)
payments payable on ____________________
(Indicate monthly date payable)

VISA or MasterCard (circle one):
#______________________________Exp.Date :____/_____

fiscal year qualifies for a one-year individual membership)

d) I would like to donate monthly through a preauthorized plan in the amount of $__________
(Please complete other side of this form to become a PAC )

e) I would like to make a one time donation of:
$__________
VISA or MasterCard (circle one):
#______________________________Exp.Date :____/_____

Signature: ____________________________________________

Signature: ____________________________________________

Please make cheques payable to:
NALT- Mount Benson Acquisition, Phase II

Please make cheques payable to:
Nanaimo & Area Land Trust

Mailing Address:_______________________________
City / Town:___________________________________
Postal Code:___________Email:__________________
Phone (

)______________________

Mailing Address:_______________________________
City / Town:___________________________________
Postal Code:___________Email:__________________
Phone (

)______________________

Signature:___________________________
Signature:___________________________
I would like to remain anonymous (check here)

Please record this contribution in the name of:
_____________________________________

I would like to remain anonymous (check here)

We cannot command nature
except by obeying her.
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ABOUT YOUR DONATION TO NALT
Where and How Will It Be Used? It’s Up To You.
You can designate that your donation be used for a specific NALT stewardship project or
campaign, such as:
•
•
•
•

Supporting the Vesper Sparrow Habitat Project
Upgrading trails and signs in the Linley Valley
Acquiring and covenanting the Van Kerkoerle property in Cassidy
Securing the property at the summit of Mount Benson.

or building NALT’s Endowment Fund
or supporting the operation of all our services at the NALT Stewardship Centre.
Donations can be applied to your NALT membership (see rates on opposite side of this page).
As a member, you will receive News from NALT and information about upcoming events
Charitable tax receipts will be provided for donations of $20 or more.

ARE YOU UP-T0-DATE??
If you are reading this Newsletter, chances are you’re a paid-up NALT member.
If you’re not sure of your membership status, call us at (250) 714-1990 during office hours, or
drop by the NALT Stewardship Centre at 140 Wallace Street, and we’ll check for you. Thanks!

PRE-AUTHORIZED CONTRIBUTION FORM
A number of NALT supporters are signing up for our monthly donor program or pre-authorized
contribution (PAC). Regular monthly donations help us to reduce mailing & administrative costs
and allow NALT to plan and forecast our annual financial support.
As little as $5-$10 per month helps, and includes your annual membership.
(a) Yes, I authorize NALT to automatically withdraw from my bank account on the first of each month:

(circle one):

$10

$20

I have enclosed a blank cheque marked VOID

$30

Other amount:_________

Signature:_______________________________

OR
(b) Yes, I authorize NALT to automatically charge my Visa or Mastercard (circle one) on the first of each month:

(circle one):

$10

$20

$30

Other amount:_________

Card #:_____________________________ Exp: __________Signature:___________________________________
Beginning: month: _________, 2008.
You may change or cancel your contribution at any time by sending written notice to NALT.
You will receive one tax receipt for the total amount of monthly gifts after the end of each tax year.
NALT does not sell, trade or loan our database of donors, members or contacts to individuals or other organizations

Please send this completed form to: Nanaimo & Area Land Trust, #8-140 Wallace Street, Nanaimo BC V9R 5B1

Thank you for your continuing support; it means more than dollars!
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